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After more than ten years of refmement in North America, Integrated Resource Planning (IRP) is ready
for export. Extensive environmental damage, capital shortages, and low levels of energy efficiency make
less-developed and post-communist countries (LDCs and pees) good candidates for application of IRP.
The authors' recent work in several of these countries has identified a number of important issues to be
considered when applying IRP in LDCs and pees, including problems with importing efficient
equipment, structuring programs to cope with widespread business failures, understanding how low-labor
costs change demand-side management (DSM) considerations, achieving high environmental leverage
from DSM, encouraging private sector involvement in the export of IRP and DSM, and using IRP to
consider new industry and regulatory structures. Suggestions are made for overcoming problems and

advantage of opportunities.

Introduction

A number of countries around the world
are expressing interest in implementing North American-

Integrated Resource Planning (IRP) in their electric
power sectors. readers unfamiliar with see
Box 1 at the end of the paper for a brief definition.) Of
course, IRP as practiced in North America will have to be
modified to suit each country's needs, but IRP is a highly
flexible and adaptable approach to power planning and is
suitable for a very wide range of power structures
and regulatory environments.

For several reasons, it appears that of IRP to
countries and post-communist

win in the 1990s.
pr()mJ.nelrlt of these reasons:

1) Electric power demand is growing very in
many LDCs It 7 .. 8 per year between
1973 and 1987. There is for it to grow

in PCCs et al.

The environmental damage associated with power
and consumption in these countries is

higher than in developed countries,
eSt)ec:laU.y in Eastern Europe and the Commonwealth
of Independent States, most of whose power comes
from coal plants with few environmental controls
(Coopers and Lybrand Deloitte 1991).

3) Capital for the electric industry is critically short in
most LDCs and PCCs, and must be borrowed from
foreign sources.

4) Electric energy use in these countries is typically very
inefficient, which makes the potential demand-side
management (DSM) resource unusually large (IIEe
1991; Bashmakov 1992).

This paper addresses application of IRP to less developed
and post-communist countries, and specifically, discusses
how application of IRP win be different from the North
Alnerican experience. It focuses on the DSM component
of because this resource has been
ignored in these countries, and because, as said above, the
potential DSM resource is believed to be so large. Despite
this paper's focus on DSM, the authors believe that IRP
will also deliver substantial supply-side benefits to these
countries, particularly improved use of independent power
generation and combined heat and power plants providing
heat to district heating systems.

Although IRP has not been implemented in these countries
yet, several of them are working toward its implementa
tion. Some of the initial efforts are yielding information
that should be useful to others involved in applying IRP
outside of North America. Most of the information for
this paper was gained from the authors' experiences in
working on IRP and DSM in Poland,
Czechoslovakia, and the Commonwealth of Independent
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States.. Ten prominent problems or issues of applying IRP
in developing and post-eommunist countries are listed in
Table 1 and discussed shortly in the following section.
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Simple financial reviews of companies applying to partici
pate in DSM programs probably won't be adequate. Most
of these companies have had very limited exposure to the
free markete Furthermore, their financial records are
usually based on accounting methods inconsistent with the
West's .. The amount of time required to conduct an
accurate fmancial review of each company applying for
participation will probably be prohibitively expensive..

Utilities win probably have to tum to other measures to
protect their DSM investments. For example, rather than
depending heavily on rebates for efficient equipment
installation as do North American utilities, they could
choose to depend heavily on equipment leasing arrange
ments in which they have the right to remove equipment
from failed businesses and closed facilities. 2 Although the
cost of labor in North America often makes it prohibi
tively expensive to remove and reuse many types of
energy-efficient equipment, very low labor costs in
Eastern Europe will tend to make equipment removal and
reuse relatively attractive.

Issues in Applying I P in less
ped and P st- ommunist

ountries

The problem of non-performing DSM measures will
be restricted to the industrial sector, where

business failure often leads to abandonment or long-term
closure of facilities.. The problem win most likely be
uncommon in commercial and residential buildings, which
are in short supply throughout Eastern Europe, and thus
much less likely to be abandoned or closed for long
periods. Unfortunately, however, electrical use is heavily
concentrated in the industrial sector. For example, in
Czechoslovakia, 67 % of final electricity consumption was
in the industrial sector in 1988 (Marousek 1992).

IRP could be used as a vehicle to consider new industry
and regulatory structures (:Ledbetter 1992).. It could
identify important financial flows, transmission interties,
and other important matters that would make IRP work
especially well .. An example of how IRP could be used to
implement a new industry structure can be found in
Russia, where there is both a shortage of capacity and

In Eastern the entire nature of the electric
industry and its relationship to government is in a state of
flux. Existing decision making structures may not be
poised to implement the types of change suggested by
IRPe Although IRP is highly adaptable to many regulatory
and industry structures, as demonstrated in North
America, it is easy to envision some structures that would
limit the attractiveness of IRP..

for Ne IndustryUsing IRP as ain DSM all of the DSM
programs in North America are offered to customers
without on the basis of customer financial
health. A financially weak company or homeowner is
offered the same kind of financial incentives in DSM
programs as a company. I This approach
is made possible because of the stable economic
environment in North and it is made desirable
because it avoids the expense of financial reviews of DSM
program palrUC:lP~mts.

unstable economic environment of Eastern
number of industrial and commercial

facilities are many of them permanently.
This situation creates a difficult challenge to the successful

of utility-sponsored DSM programs.
ial precautions will probably have to be taken to

avoid a rate of loss or non-performance of utility
DSM investmentse
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capital. AU electric production is performed by state
owned utilities, which win presumably be privatized at
some point in the future. There are, however, no inde
pendent power producers that can provide both capacity
and capital. An IRP can provide a mechanism for intro
ducing this type of entity into the market structure.

New cost concepts win be important in maintaining the
financial viability of the utility and evaluating new supply
and demand-side options in a consistent framework. Fur
thermore, the development of the relationship of costing
concepts and rates provides a vehicle for training on the
theory of optimal rate design and efficient rates.

Are TopIRP and DSM

DSM Will Have More Environmental
leverage in lDes and pees

In most LDCs and pces, there is little professional
experience with energy efficiency programs,. Despite Thai
government efforts since 1982 to promote energy conser
vation through studies, information, training, and a sman
number of foreign-sponsored demonstration projects, there
is very little private sector activity offering professional
opportunities for energy conservation specialists. Simi
larly, former energy conservation programs in Eastern

were small, ineffective, and of the type to be of
little use as a training platform for future IRP and DSM
efforts~ 3

A growing number of states in the United States are
including environmental costs in the analysis that supports
their ranking of future power resources (PUCELS 1991).
And not surprisingly, doing so significantly increases the
attractiveness of DSM resources. The shift in the attrac
tiveness of DSM resources due to environmental consider
ations is likely to be much more pronounced in LDCs and
PCCs, where emissions resulting from conventional power
generation are much less controlled. In the U.S., a DSM
caused avoided kilowatt hour of consumption may lead to
a small reduction in sulfur emissions from a plant whose
controls already remove 90 percent of the sulfur. On the
other hand, a DSM-caused avoided kilowatt hour of con
sumption in Poland will result in a sulfur reduction that
could be an order of magnitude larger, given that Poland's
electric industry stiB doesn't scrub their emissions.

The initiation of a comprehensive utility-based DSM
program in Thailand, which calls for 225 megawatts of
savings in five years, has focussed attention on the need
for trained DSM professionals within the utility sector
(IIEC 1991). The DSM plan caBs for the establishment of
a DSM office with more than 100 staff. Unfortunately,
however, the nationwide economic boom has led to a
shortage of engineering personnel qualified for the new
positions,. The private sector is offering salaries and
compensation at two to three times the level that can be
given to utility employees,. It appears that it win take a
substantial amount of time to staff the new office.

to a market
of costs that
factors in the

the
to taxes and cut off

The transition from a
economy win dnlm:atH;alJly
PCC utilities are facing~ All of the
utilities' cost of service win
utilities may find themselves
from subsidies~

IRP can be used as a vehicle for establishing new cost
4.'" .,....'..... ,4'--=<" should start with an evaluation of the

current cost concepts, with particular attention to the
rel;atl()nsJlup of cost to price. Cost-based rates should also
be the political difficulties of imple
me~nt]ln2: them in many areas~ While evaluating costs and

analysts shouldn't be surprised to fmd industrial
above residential prices, as they still are throughout

Eastern Europe and the Commonwealth of Independent
States. The fundamentals of rate design are different in a
plannt~ economy.

Low labor costs might also enable the electric industry in
developing and formerly communist countries to economi
cally offer more customized services to their customers.
Due to high labor costs within the utility, North American
utilities typically package their DSM programs to limit the
amount of customized service offered to each program
palrtlC:IPamte The labor costs in LDCs and PCCs
may allow much more customization for each DSM
investment Clearly, a close look at many labor-intensive
energy programs and measures that have been
largely ignored in North America is needed in LDCs and
PCCSe

Many DSM measures that are uncommon or nonexistent
in North American utilities because of their high labor
costs may be economic in LDCs and PCCs, due to their
relatively low labor costs. For example, installing wall
insulation on the exterior of masonry buildings or
replacing functional windows in existing buildings with
high-efficiency windows may be found to be cost-effective
DSM measures in LDCs and PCCs.

low labor Costs May Significantly
Change the Typical Menu of Cost...
Effective DSM Measures
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Assuming these problems can be overcome, and qualified
engineering staff hired, there will remain a deep need for
comprehensive training and assistance.. The training needs
identified during the preparation of the DSM plan include
program design and management, evaluation methods,
load research, market research, data analysis, technology
assessment and related topics.. The situation requires a
substantial training effort using the services of experienced
DSM professionals from North America, where most of
the IRP and DSM experience resides ..

The World Bank is now supporting a new feasibility
assessment of a potential investment by the Global
Environment Facility in the Thai DSM program, which
also includes an initial training assistance program to the
Thai utilities.. Without the intensive start-up effort, the
Thai utilities would be very slow in moving forward to
meet the DSM objectives.

Because of the complete absence of DSM and IRP
ence in LDC and PCC electric sectors, training assistance
win have to be highly intensive and long term. The depth
of need a more dedicated assistance effort than is

of many international energy conservation assis
tance activities thus far ..

How can the information flows be structured to include
the technical, managerial, fmancial, and legal expertise of
U.S. business people? How can contacts be brokered that
facilitate business transactions that win help to make IRP
and DSM a reality in the target countries?

These are questions that are being asked increasingly by
federal and state government sponsors of these programs..
Efforts to export IRP and DSM will have to demonstrate
significant economic development benefits that accrue to
U .. S.. businesses.. And ultimately, in order for IRP and
DSM to be successfully exported, an attractive, profitable
market for the most experienced u.s. firms win have to
be identified and developed ..

For example, government leaders in New York recog
nized that improving the competitiveness of New York
industry and building a competitive work force requires
that New York compete successfully in world markets ..
International business activity provides a hedge to

domestic firms during economic recession.. Therefore,
such activity in the field of DSM strengthens New York's
energy efficiency industry and allows it to more
ously participate in domestic energy efficiency markets.

From to date in the program, it is Oe<~ormrJlg

clear that the following key issues need to be resolved for
U.s. business people considering participation in the
markets of Eastern Europe:

To address this opportunity, the New York State
Research and Development Authority initiated a pilot
program to broker business contacts between Eastern

and New York. Through the program, business
and professional relationships have been established
between New York organizations that offer energy

services and information and their
counterparts in Poland and Czechoslovakia. The program
is New York vendors of energy efficiency
services and equipment to identify appropriate marketing
str:ateJgles, I1nW1CIJOjZ, technical assistance, and data
relevant to markets in Eastern Europe.

One attractive to trallnUll2
been successful in Thailand is UUIH\f-IT)-HlfUllfV p1ers:onnel
tralnljOf .. 4 The U .. S~ for International Ue'vel'OPJneJlt
is also enthusiastic about this it
launched a program for Eastern in which D.Se
utilities are with Eastern burOl:>e::lm utilities to train
and advise their staffs. there are severe
limitations on the of ,QVl",\,Q1l"'1I&::1ln,r"'&::Ill'i

from utilities in North America. In there appears to
be a of DSM among D.S. utilities

State Illinois of
and Natural Private DSM and

created DSMIRP conSUlitlll;Z

Institute based in .l"J Q1"h.o''li'''th can fiU the
gap, but with few ex(~epluons~ """""IJ-;""""'~l"""'''';:'''''''''''~ firlTIS have not
entered markets.

@ Which are the existing energy efficiency enterprises in
those countries that could actually participate in joint
venture partnerships? Would it be more realistic to
target Western European partners as a way to a
foot in the door to Eastern Europe?

@ Where will the markets be for energy-efficient
products made under such ventures? The
depressed markets of Eastern Europe, at least in the
near term, are unattractive to many businessese

IRP and DSM froin the United States
the focus has been on exporting

""""1<18-''-';:' ..·......4 .... knowledge about how IRP has
been in the United States and about technical
end-use data on DSM measures. another impor
tant of this technology transfer is business
oriented. How can u.s. businesses in the

of energy efficient infrastructures abroad?

In efforts to
to LDCs and
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@ If the market for DSM products is Eastern Europe,
will the multi-lateral and hi-lateral assistance programs
support substantial utility financial involvement in
DSM so that resource-poor customers can afford to
purchase the products?

* When will legal systems exist that provide the
customary protections that businesses require e.g.,
regarding patents, licenses, bankruptcies?

Thailand applied to the Thai government for an import
duty reduction on components used to make 36 watt
fluorescent lamps. They applied for reductions on the end
caps and the rare earth phosphors used in the lamps.. The
government agreed to the rare earth materials reduction,
but not the end caps since they were manufactured goods.
Similarly, the manufacturer has been frustrated in its
attempts to seek a duty reduction for imported compact
fluorescent lamp components..

@ The currencies of Poland, Czechoslovakia, and
Hungary are now "intemaUy't convertible, which, with
some restrictions, allows U.. S.. firms to repatriate
profits in dollars.. However, when win these
currencies become "externally" convertible, allowing
normal interbank transactions essential for sustainable
business activity?

These and other questions will have to be resolved as the
opportunities for IRP and DSM evolve in these countries.
How these matters are resolved in the relatively advanced
economies of Poland and Czechoslovakia will undoubtedly
n'll"I'"'~'11IIrm~ a model for the resolution of similar issues in

more problematic Eastern European countries and
the Commonwealth of Independent States.

In 1990, the Thai National Administration (NEA)
did an analysis of the macroeconomic benefits of reducing
import duties on efficient fluorescent lamps. NEA identi
fied the reductions in the cost of purchasing imported oil
for power plant fuel, the reductions of capital costs
(including foreign debt service) for avoided power plants,
and environmental benefits, as well as the import duty
revenue to the government The analysis indicated a
benefit-cost ratio of 3: 1.5 However, the Ministry of
Finance and the Customs rejected the recom
mendation for the duty reduction. No specific reasons
were given. It was clear however, that there was no
consistently government policy in this case. On
one hand, there was a government policy to
energy efficiency, and electric utilities were struggling to
find capital for a massive power construction
program. On the other the of Finance and
Customs Department looked at the effect a
reduction would have on revenue.

the government of Thailand has
resolved the problem of import duties on efficient
industrial equipment recently reducing import duties to
5 for aU machine tools and manufacturing equip

duties remain on other energy-efficient
AAJf..ll.Ii..J''\JJt IlvUJ" and one must stiH apply for a reduction in duties
on the raw materials used to make efficient products.

high import duties are a barrier to improved
energy and must be reduced for successful
implementation of IRP $

A related problem in PCCs is that many energy-efficient,
imported products that might be promoted through DSM
programs are very expensive relative to similar domesti
cally made products. The cheaper domestic products,
however, are often of inferior quality and less efficient
For example, a Polish manufacturer of high pressure
sodium lamps can provide its at about half the cost
of lamps imported from developed Western countries.

the manufacturer win quietly admit their lamp has a
rate of failure than its competitors' imported

products. 6

of the whose use could be with
DSM programs are not made in LDCs and PCCs$ Elec
tronic ballasts, variable speed motor drives, with
selective coatings, and advanced industrial process
eCl\liPlrneJ:1t typically have to be And as with

items are subject to import
on.r....".a. ........... ....,....~...... -tt""l in LDCs and pees

duties, and depend
source of revenue$ It is therefore

difficult to these to reduce
duties for most items. In most of these ...... "'l1l,..,S-.""''O ....

that are energy efficient do not receive treatment
from the tax authoritieso

five years the of Thailand has
reduction for efficient industrial

After a somewhat and complicated
end-users of the could have the
reduced to no more than 10 percent, fronl as

much as 60 (Royal 1nai Embassy, Office of
Science and 1991).

The tax was also available for raw materials that
could be used to make efficient In a recent case,
a Western-based lighting equipment manufacturer in
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IRP and DSM analysts may find that domestically avail
able, "somewhat" efficient products are more cost
effective than more efficient, but much more expensive,
imported products.. DSM programs will have to be
designed accordingly.

financial Integrity of Utilities

IRP as practiced in the United States is based. upon a
regulatory structure that is designed to maintain the
financial health of the electric utility. With the move from
centrally planned to market economies in pees, there are
many factors that threaten the financial health of electric
utilities. For example, over the winter of 1991-92, the
price of natural gas to the electric utility in Moscow
increased. fivefold, while the rates remained fixed. The
utility had to deal with the problem of rapidly increasing
fuel prices, a problem reminiscent of the oil embargo in
1973, during which Consolidated Edison was forced to
skip its dividend. Regulatory structures, like the fuel
adjustment clause, have been developed in the United
States that can smooth the transition to a market based
economy.

It is necessary to expand the scope of IRP to incorporate
mechanisms designed to maintain a utility's financial
health" This process must first provide a road map for the
transition to a market-based economy. This can be done

incorporating financial models into the planning
process0 Then the IRP can provide the framework for
evaluating a host of other financial considerations, such as
the rate treatment of DSM expenditures"

There is a growing amount of data about the potential for
electricity savings from DSM programs implemented
electric utilities in North America. Although these data do
not confirm the clainlS made by some DSM sup-

for provide a critical level of
confidence in the of DSM programs.

There is little such data or confidence in most
nations" To date, energy efficiency activities

have typically been in the form of industrial energy audits
and a few demonstration projects, aimed at aU fuels,
focused on selected energy-intensive industries, and

various technical organizations from devel
countries .. A large majority of the audits have not led

to significant savings, and the results of demonstration
Drc~lects have not been effectively disseminated" Almost no
evaluation or follow up has been conducted on most audits
or Of()le<;tS.
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In Thailand, the single most important issue among utility
managers with regard to DSM is the need for confidence
in the amount of savings that can be achieved. Electricity
demand has been growing at about 10 percent per year
since 1987, with forecasts of continued growth at
10 percent annually for the next five years. The state
owned Electricity Generating Authority, is required to
bring on line more than 1,000 megawatts of new generat
ing capacity each year for the next 10 years to meet the
current load forecast. While the utility understands that an
aggressive DSM program might reduce these capacity
additions as much as 25 percent, it naturally insists that it
cannot afford to be wrong and end up not meeting the
power requirements of the rapidly expanding economy.

The Thai utilities have committed to move forward with
pilot DSM programs for new commercial buildings, com
mercial lighting, and industrial motors. In addition, steps
are being taken to develop appliance efficiency specifi
cations for a utility DSM program and to establish regula
tory standards for appliance efficiency.

The two major components for creating confidence in the
potential for savings in Thailand and elsewhere are the
design of practical pilot projects and rigorous impact
evaluation procedures. Engineering estimates, manufac
turers' claims, and examples of savings from other
developed or developing countries are informative, but in
no way sufficient to make the case locally.

Recommendations to the Thai utilities by energy efficiency
advocates have included the establishment of a DSM
program evaluation staff to develop structured evaluation
procedures for DSM program activities. In addition,
several load research activities that can provide further
information on the potential for energy and demand
savings have been identified. Thai utility staff win need
extensive technical assistance and training in a variety of
DSM program design and evaluation techniques in order
to produce information and analysis that will provide
confidence to utility management about the potential for
DSM in Thailand.

Whether significant savings can actually be achieved with
DSM programs is much less of an issue in post
communist countries. There is already widespread recog
nition of how inefficient their economies are relative to
Western developed countries, not just with regard to
electricity, but with regard to the use of almost aU
economic resources.



onclusion

North America now has more than a decade of experience
with IRP and DSM, and is beginning to reap the substan
tial environmental and economic rewards of their imple
mentation. Without question, the information, expertise,
technology, and products developed and promoted through
IRP are exportable commodities of great value. LDCs and
PCCs are among the best candidate countries for import
ing IRP.

Furthermore, the tremendous rate of change in pees
facilitates the adoption of innovative ideas. For example,
while the incorporation of externalities in power produc
tion costs has met opposition in the U.S. due to the
embedded interests of existing parties, it is quite possible
to incorporate externalities in Eastern Europe, where
extensive environmental damage from power production is
universally recognized. That substantial changes are
needed in the electric industry of pces is undisputed.

Learning how to successfuHy export the North American
experience will be difficult, at best. But IRP and DSM are

adaptable procedures for improving the electric
power industry, reducing its environmental impacts, and
lmlnrO,VUllQ the economies in which they are implemented.
Successful of IRP and DSM in other countries
win require close attention to the differences between
those countries and North America.

Endnotes

1. Utility-sponsored low-income weatherization programs
are, obviously, an exception to this.

2. Low labor costs in Eastern Europe may make it
relatively cost-effective to remove and re-deploy
equipment, a labor-intensive activity.

3. Personal communication to Ledbetter from Slawomir
Pasierb, Foundation for Energy Efficiency, Katowice,
Poland, and from Jaroslav Marousek, Center for
Energy Efficiency, Prague, Czechoslovakia.

4. Personal communication to Chemiack from Dr.
Piyasvasti Amranand, Director of the National Energy
Policy Office, Royal Government of Thailand, 1991.

5. Personal communications to Chemiack from Amoro
Phandhu-fung, Director, Energy Economics Depart
ment, National Energy Administration, November
1990.

6. Personal communication to Ledbetter from Natrium
Company, Warsaw, Poland.

Box 1" A Brief Description of IRP

IRP refers to a process that considers both (e.g., a power and demand-side (e.g.,
an efficient resource options for future customer energy service needs. IRP considers demand-
side resources to be substitutes for resources. IRP yields a plan that rank orders a
RU"'V'JI.1I;o£"".o1A_ of resource options according to cost-effectiveness, taking into consideration environmental, reliability,

and other characteristics of each option. The following iteiTIS are common components of IRP:

1. establishment of me,ch~ml,sms, e.g., bidding, to systematically acquire cost-effective resources on a f'level playing

2. oe'vellOPIneJlt of methods to provide non-discriminatory transmission access and pricing to independent power
Pf()(Hlce:fS, InC~luc:un.~ those using renewable resources;

mC~OnDOJ~auOn of environmental costs, both direct and external, in acquiring new resources and operating existing
ones;

!!J.O. 'U" " ....................'" of regulatory incentives to align utility profitability with the goals of

5. involvement of public interest organizations in the regulatory process.
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